RANKING PROCEDURE

- Ranking shall be done for each branch based on the aggregate marks/GPA of those students who have passed all the subjects of that branch in all the semesters in the First attempt, with First Class or First Class with Distinction within the minimum period of the programme.
- Students who have availed the provision of Break of Study/Withdrawal are not eligible for rank.
- Students transferred from the Autonomous Colleges of Anna University or Deemed Universities or affiliated institutions of any other University are also not eligible for rank.

Gold Medal

The First rank students in each branch of the Full-Time under graduate Programmes shall be awarded Gold Medal. In the case of a tie in the First Rank, all those eligible for First Rank in that Branch shall also be awarded individual Gold Medals.

Rank Certificate

Rank Certificates shall be awarded only to the top 5% of the students in a branch, subject to a maximum of 50 students. In the case of a tie in the last rank among these 50 students, the total number shall exceed 50 by awarding the same rank to all the students with tie.